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Google sites blog examples

There's a lot of things I love about the creator of google sites. One of the best features is the ability to create multiple blog style pages. The advantage is to be able to have multiple courses, such as algebra and geometry, in one site. Blog Style A blog-style webpage allows you to publish an article every day but not lose the previous content. When you alert a new blog, the
previous blog article moves below the new article. Teaching is really important. I post the daily agenda on a blog style page. For students who have gone missing or have to look for something from previous days they just need to scroll down to find the previous content. Create a page Click the Create Page icon at the top of Google sites. Note that you need to go to Google sites to
see the edit icons. Announcement Style The default page style is a Web page. Change this to messages from the template options. A new post is important to remember: Use the New Post button, not the Create Page icon. It's easy to make the mistake of creating a new Page instead of a new post. You'll want to copy and paste the content into a new post if you accidentally
created the wrong Page type. Watch out for pencil If you go to the Announcements Style page and click on the pencil to edit, you edit the header. If you want to edit the post, click the title of the post to isolate the post from the other posts, and then click Edit Pencil. Skip to content applied digital skills use cookies to give you a great user experience. With applied digital skills, you
accept our use of cookies. All right, I got it left, you can see youtube embedded video. This is achieved simply, and teacher approval controls with YouTube videos make the process work. The sample video is TeacherTech's introduction to the Sites.To google, you can see a presentation embedded in Google Slides. Users can scroll through the presentation or simply click Play, all
without leaving the site. The sample presentation is from Sylvania's digital parent meetings. Digital Survival Guide: Full session presentation on the left, you can see Google Embedded Forms quiz. Users can complete the quiz inside the embedded window, again without leaving the site. A sample quiz is an understanding quiz reading for a novel from Dust.To right, you can see an
interactive map embedded in Google Maps of the Lewis and Clark expedition. Users can grab the map using the mouse to move it, zoom in and out, and click and click a cursor for a journal entry. The sample map was found by visiting Google My Maps and selecting Explore. Sample discussion page The only obvious weakness of the new Google sites is the lack of comments or
chat functions. Google will probably take care of it some time. Still, there's an interesting workaround Can be done with Google Docs. On the left, you can see an embedded Google document. This is missing the Automatic Messaging tool and administrator approval of comment sections, but if sharing permissions allow only Sylvania Schools users to log on, each post is
connected to the user. Google sites claim to be a flexible and versatile platform for building websites to create different types of sites from scratch. It brings enough cloud-based capacity to bring together videos, presentations, different document formats and more to create a professional-looking website despite the field or industry. Google Sites provides a fully stored platform,
meaning there are no third-party servers or additional software for maintenance or deployment. Furthermore, the platform comes with some basic benefits including the great ability to operate across operating systems. Google sites pride themselves on functionality and a built-in control system that ensures site-level digital security. But, is it really that good for beginners who want
to make a solid case, the company's website or a blog? We've reviewed some of the best examples of Google Sites to showcase their benefits and features. They will allow you to decide if the platform meets your requirements.1. BNH ServicesA web site screening for FREEBNH Services provides cloud development services in addition to graphics and web design. The home
page looks laconic and tidy with all the necessary sections clearly displayed in the header. The slider adds some dynamics to the page and makes it look up-to-date. Furthermore, it connects a user with other sections of websites. The site has its own blog. Although it doesn't seem as bright and catchy as some more professional blogs, it still has a blog archive that divides articles
by months and years. The About Us section combines the Google Map with the Page. The site makes a good impression although it still requires some repairs to make it look more professional especially when it comes to blog.2. Morto Park Holakarth website for FREEMorto Park Hall has a non-profitable site that does not deal in e-commerce or services. Its mission is to present
all the key information about the church, as well as to represent the congregation. The site includes a number of sections, including: what do we believe in a page that emphasizes basic topics describing the site owner; Meetings &amp; Services – The page includes meeting schedules and calendars and church services with Google Month View Calendar feature; The How to Find
Us page combined Google Maps and the written address. Although the site may seem a little primitive, it has all the necessary sections and features, a Google calendar with all meetings in one place, photos from church meetings, contact information, etc. 3. PCS Protection and Control Solutions For FREEPCS Protection and Control Solutions offers a website that includes fine
design along with custom icons on home pages and services. They are used to fight core benefits, types of services and solutions provided by the company. The overall impression isn't bad. The site looks professional due to the smart and simple structure. It is clear to the user what kind of information he is supposed to provide. Although it doesn't boast animation or UX design
like some more professional sites, all sections are easy to find. The Product section provides a complete product description available in PDF files, making downloading and information simple on the customer and saving it if necessary.4 HIJSAA Screening a website for FREEBuild with Google sites, HIJSA website makes a good impression at first sight. Further proof that the
platform allows users to build a nice and stylish website. It looks unusual and captures at the same time. The company is engaged in consultations and recommendations related to organizational structure and talent selection. The site looks encouraging and uplifting thanks to a flexible pattern. It has a blog section that is more professional if compared to the #1 on our list even
though it is still far from perfect. All articles include short previews, publishing dates, and pictures. It makes the blog look a little more professional. The site has social sharing buttons though one will barely find them even if it wants to.5. The best robot USCreate website for FREEBest Robot USA is California-based robot agency AI, which aims at digitizing all business processes.
The company develops groundbreaking software products and services that convert human machine interaction to new generation trends. The company's website looks innovative and impressive, created with regards to specialization in the main company. The project looks fashionable, up-to-date and highly digital. The homepage offers a lot of photos and videos showing Sanbot
(the robot itself) in action. It's quite interesting to see how it works and interacts with humans. Additionally, you experience potential applications in the industry of the product. There is also an opportunity to place an order directly on the site, having found out more about the robot and its possible uses in advance. A pretty interesting and unique offer is available on the website
operated by Google Sites!6. DrPete Technology Experts Website Creation for FREEThis is a solid site representing a team of technology experts working for DrPete technology experts. They offer professional assistance for those involved in the IT industry. At first glance, the homepage is quite professional. It describes all directions of the company's ability. A user can select the
user he or she needs. The good news, we can now witness a fine blog With Google Sites.It is still far from perfect due to a lack of previewing and data publishing. At least, it has some structure and archive although there are no tags that can make the article search much easier. The site has the team page with short photos and descriptions of all experts.7. The Putnam Valley
Federation of Teachers Create a website for the official FREEThe Putnam Valley Federation of Teachers (PVFT) created in the best traditions of the Google Website Builder. The aim of the organization is to improve the standards of the teaching profession, to support and protect its members and other issues related to the industry. The site contains the most urgent and up-to-
date information about the Federation, its benefits, schedule, members, events. This information is conveniently organized into sections, where each user may find the very same information he/she is looking for. These include officers, calendar, minutes, welfare trust, mentoring program, mentors, benefits, complaints, resources etc. to simplify the search of the required into, site
enables using search filter option. There is also access to social networks and a separate donation section, where anyone can donate to the Federation to support its activities and members.8 The Community School of Excellence is a K-8 school of language and culture located in St. Paul, Minnesota. The school is run by a group of dedicated educators, parishioners and parents,
who have a desire to establish the school that provides world-class education to all its students. The CSE website includes functionality, information value, and ease of navigation. All major menu sections are on the left panel of the website, ramping up access to all related information. This is where you can browse the about us section, guide, parents, programs and features,
Media Center, employment, staff resources etc. to find out the facts you are primarily interested in. The search filter option will help you set the search time. The site also comes with school-related videos, photos, schedules and other mandatory thematic elements.9. Japan Day 2020 THE FREEThis website is a site dedicated to the upcoming event – Japan Day 2020 – which is
going to take place in Auckland, New Zealand on February 9, 2020. The site provides the essential information about the event, which is all available in one place. The information is regularly updated by the Japan Day Committee to keep potential visitors aware of the event's schedule and special features. A convenient pop-up menu gives access to the main sections of websites,
any visitor first name, galleries, participation, contacts, while the search filter option makes it easy and quick to find the information you need. There is also access to social media where all users may find the updated information about Japan Day 2020. Just. This is a worthy sample of the site launched with Google Sites.10. Flanders Hotel BrugesCreate Website for FREEFinally,
we look at the website of The Flanders Bruges Hotel located in Belgium and provides all the essential information about accommodation and services tourists may benefit here. This is the hotel recommended by Consultant Trip for all users, who are looking for a luxurious, comfortable and amazing place to stop when visiting the country. The site includes all the necessary
information about the hotel, so the list of services and services offered, location description, video tours, prize list, detailed contacts, gallery and more. The integrated Google Maps widget makes searching for its exact location simple, easy and convenient. There is also a great opportunity to book the hotel directly on site by filling out the combined online form. The latter is available
in several languages (English, Spanich, French, German and Dutch), which is convenient for foreign tourists. Accessing detailed social media accounts and contacts simplifies the search for the information you need, while many high-quality images give the site a visually entertaining and appealing look. Bottom line you can create a website with Google sites whenever you need a
simple site with some basic features. Our sample list proves that the platform still has a lot of work to do. Its blog features require critical updates while some templates seem less professional than other website builders. All subjects are limited in options. They all look the same though still save some customization and editing opportunities. A good thing is that Google sites can be
integrated with any of the available Google apps, from calendars and maps to analytics. The platform is good for those who don't require much from their websites though still need a solid online presence. Create a free website
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